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leers win fourth in a row, see page nine
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Anderson's
statements
questioned
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
President Reagan yesterday
denied statements by hostage
Terry Anderson on a videotape
released by his kidnappers that
his administration interfered
with the release of hostages or
bargained with terrorists.
"I don't think that was Terry
speaking," Reagan said of the
tape. "I think he had a script
that was given to him."
When asked about the statement on the tape that the U.S.
SDvernment interfered when the
ostages were about to be
released, Reagan said, "That is
absolutely not true, but let me
point something out. Terry Anderson in that terrible confinement at the hands of those barbarians — any information he
has, has to have come from
there; there is no contact with
the outside world."
"We have been doing everything we can for the release of
the hostages and the very simple
answer is. for those people, to let
them go, the president said.
Reagan answered reporters'
questions after signing legislation clearing the way for U.S.
entry into an international copyright agreement.
"There lias never been any interference, nor have we ever
been negotiating any more than
we would with any other kind of
a kidnapper on a ransom type of
basis," ne said.
When asked whether he
thought the kidnapers were trying to influence the outcome of
the U.S. presidential election, he
said, "You'd have to ask them; I
can't fathom their minds."
The president disputed a
statement on the tape that Vice
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by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

The seemingly long process of
divesting University funds from
companies doing business in
South Africa is "not long in the
fiscal sense," according to the
secretary of the University
Foundation Board.
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President George Bush was involved in negotiations with terrorists in the Iran-Contra affair
and a Middle East TWA hijacking.
"Nor was I, because we were
never doing anything of that
kind," he said.
When asked what he thought
were the circumstances in
which the tape was made, Reagan replied, "You have to remember, these men are in the
closest type of confinement.
...you have to recognize that no
hostage is taking something on
himself — they're telling Turn
what to do."
On the prospects of the release
of Anderson and other Americans held in Lebanon, the president said. "I'm not going to give
up hope for any of our hostages
that are held. That's just too
unthinkable."
But, he said, "the one thing we
cannot do is negotiate with the
kidnappers on a sort of ransom
idea because that just encourages more kidnapping and more
hostage-taking.''

Minimal
loss goal
of Board

Dwight Burlingame, vice
Eresident of University reitions, said selling all the
stocks at once would create a potential loss for the Foundation
Board, a private fund-raising
organization which handles contributions from private donors
and corporations for the University.
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Eerie Etchings

Morris Neer. junior visual communications technology major, paints a window in the Commons Dinning
Hall to decorate it for the Halloween season. Neer said that he volunteered to paint the sketch that had
already been drawn. "It sure beats doing dishes." Neer said.

"Our biggest concern was not
taking a loss by selling it (the
stocks) for less than we bought
it," Burlingame said.
The private investors for the
the Foundation presented an
oral report at the board's October meeting. The Clevelandbased investors said final
divestment should be completed
by the next biannual meeting of
the Foundation, to be held in
May.
According to Burlingame, the
investors had $60,000 left to
divest.
When the involvement of the
Foundation with companies doing business in the raciallydivided country was originally
revealed in November 1988, the
Foundation had $780,000 invested.
By May 1987, that amount was
decreased to f 160,000 when the
board voted to divest its holding
in five of the 40 companies involved in the controversy.
□ See Divest, page 5.

Trio wows weekend crowd Western writer
to be honored

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

The musical group "The Lettermen" entertained a sold-out crowd at Anderson
Arena Saturday night for the Parents Day
show.
Opening with the popular song. "That's
What Friends Are For," the three-man
group performed a range of music from the
band's first hit in 1961 to music currently
topping the charts, on their return trip to the
University.

The band also performed for the Parents
Day show three years ago.
The group, consisting of Tony Butala,
Donovan Scott Tea and Ernie Pontiere, began 30 years ago in Los Angeles. According
to Butala, the only original member of the
trio, the group did not become famous until
the group recorded the 1961 hit, "The Way
You Look Tonight."
Halfway through the two-hour performance, the trio selected an audience member
to join them on-stage. After joking with the
middle-aged man, the group talked him into
doing a solo version of the hit, "I Left My

arco
NEW YORK (AP) - ImeMa
Marcos pleaded innocent Monday to racketeering &
for allegedly helping her husband, deposed Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos,
plunder (100 million from their
country's treasury.
U.S. District Judge John F.
Keenan set bail for Mrs. Marcos at ft million and said she
could not return to Hawaii and
her ailing husband until details
of the bond are worked out
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Mrs. Marcos.», famous fother opulent lifestyle as first
lady of the Philippines, arrived
at the federal courthouse by
Hrnnealne aceorananieri by so
entourage of at least a down
•ore a MHesgth, chiffon aquamarine gown with
traditional Filipino butterfly
sleeves, pearl earrings and
black pumpe, and her queenly
apw-ararce stonned the crowded courtroom into silence.

Tuesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent
chance of rain. The
high will be between
4S50. Tonight, we will
see clearing skies
with the low in the
mid- 20s. Wednesday's weather outlook
will be partly sunny
with the high In the upper-40*.

Heart In San Francisco," as he walked
through the crowd.
Throughout the performance, the group
selected individual audience members to
sing and at one point Butala joined an audience member in her front-row seat.
Butala also invited audience members
onto the stage for a photography session
while the group performed a melodic version of "Up, Up and Away."
At the conclusion of the performance, the
group played several songs requested by the
audience, including "Danny Boy," and
D See Lettermen, page 6.
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Mrs. Marcos later found lierseb" bunking back tears when
the judge refused to allow her
to return right away to Hawaii,
where she and her 71-year-old
husband have lived since he
was forced out of the Phiiippfetes in February 1986.
"I'm not going to let the lady
go back to the Hawaiian
Islands until I'm certain the
bail is set," Keenan said as a
Mrs. Marcos

away a tear.

He ordered her to return to
court Thursday with her lawyers H they had not worked out
a bail package by then with
prosecutors.

JdTffiu
was released
without bail and
I not to leave the New York
area
r

by Christina Cadden
reporter

Louis L'Amour, one of the
best-selling novelists of all time,
will be posthumously awarded
an honorary doctor of literature
degree by the University.
The presentation will be held
Friday, Nov.
4, at 5 p.m. in
Gish Film
Theater,
HannaHall.
The ceremony is part of
the Midwest
American Culture Association/Popular L'Amour
Culture Association Conference being hosted
by the University Nov. 3 to 5.
Accepting the award for
L'Amour, who died of cancer in
June, will be his widow, Kathy.
L'Amour was nominated for
the degree by the University
faculty for his contribution to
the art of storytelling over the
past half-century.

"He is as much of our national
heritage as any human being
can be," said Michael Marsden,
associate dean of Arts and Sciences.
Marsden knew L'Amour personally and corresponded with
him regularly.
"He kept up a correspondence
with over 5,000 of his readers. He
always gave everything the personal touch — that was his
style," he said.
According to Marsden,
L'Amour knew of the award before his death and was planning
on being here to accept it. He
also hoped to speak University
commencement exercizes in
December.
L'Amour wrote more than 100
novels on American frontier life,
including "How the West Was
Won" and "Hondo," which were
made into movies.
The ceremony is open to the
public and will feature a short
film on L'Amour's life.

News in Brief
Actor Houseman dies

Bird smugglers exposed

MALIBU, Calif. (AP) — Actor John Houseman, known for bis Oscar-winning role as a
crusty law school professor in the movie "The
Paper Chase" and tor a long career as a theater
and movie producer, has died. He was 86.
Houseman died during the night at his home,
said Ivan Goff, a family friend and Hollywood
scriptwriter.
The Romanian-born Houseman became a
household name while in his 70s as Professor
Charles W. Kingsfield in "The Paper Chase," a
role he first played in the 1973 film and then hi
the television series.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ohio pet shop owners
let an undercover agent pose as their bird buyer
and gain the evidence needed to prosecute suspected parrot-smugglers in six suites, the U.S.
Fish and WUdlife Service said Monday.
As a result of the investigation, 36 people mostly retail or wholesale dealers — will be
prosecuted, service spokeswoman Megan Durnan said.
_. ,
U.S. attorneys in Indiana, Missouri, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Texas and California have agreed to
seek indictments against people it Believes

have been buying parrots from smugglers who
sneak them across the Mexican border near
Brownsville. Texas, she said.
Andrew Pierce, the Columbus, Ohio-based
special agent who handled the case for the service, said two men already have pleaded guilty
and are incarcerated in Brownsville.
The service has received complaints of the illegal trade for some time, but has had trouble
making cases because dealers claimed their
birds were bred in captivity in the United
States, he said.
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videotape released Monday from Lebanon
features hostage Terry Anderson making allegations that the U.S. government bargained with
terrorists and interfered with the release of himself
and others held in that region.
President Reagan, however, was quick to refute
the statements and point out that Anderson was
speaking under the influence of his captives and
was probably forced to read from a script.
This is not the first time rebels in the Middle East
holding Americans hostage strived to make an incumbent president look bad during an election
year. Few people can forget the grave political
damage done to Jimmy Carter's presidency by the
Iranians who seized the U.S. embassy in Teheran;
it was no doubt a major factor in his 1980 defeat.
It seems more than coincidental that this tape
was released a week before election day. And there
is irony in the fact that this time, eight years later,
it is the Republican chances for the White House
that serve to be hindered.
Apparently some factions in the Middle East are
not pro-Republican or pro-Democratic, but rather
seek only to keep the United States from maintaining a steady direction in its leadership.

Justices shouldn't OK
'death penalty' lawyers
II ne more opportunity to save a life.
Some people will go to great lengths to save
another life — a recent example was the international effort to save whales trapped in an ice pack
near Barrow, Alaska.
But in this case, the "opportunity' will be decided this term by the Supreme Court. The "life" is
that of a convict sentenced to deathrno'
Supreme Court justices will determine if
prisoners awaiting execution in several states will
have the right to a lawyer to help appeal the sentences. Accused persons, under the Constitution,
are entitled to be represented by lawyers at trials,
and to have access to the courts through law libraries or those trained in law.
If justices approve this ruling, citizens will be
paying for a convicted criminal's lawyer to conduct
But it's more than paying for the lawyer. We will
be funding the convict's room and board while he
awaits his appeal. When the Supreme Court justices decide on this case, the focus should be directed to one fact: the death penalty is one of many
controversial issues, but courts do not give these
sentences lightly without long deliberations.
They must remember that the court has said
"this criminal would be dangerous to society if he
didn't receive the deathpenalty."
This does not mean The News endorses the death
penalty. However, if a person has been sentenced to
the death penalty, why prolong the inevitable when
a jury has carefully decided upon the verdict?
It may follow the old adage "an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth," but saving a life that has taken
many others will cost citizens.
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LETTERS
The missing votes
affect everyone
I just can't believe how one
can be so careless. Let's not
blame it on the act of God making Vanzant ill — but let's look at
whose fault it really is.
I attended the first Campus
Democrat meeting to find Vanzant sitting at the head of the
table. Personally, I didn't think
he was a good leader then and
nothing has changed my mind. I
sat there watching him and, as
he spoke, he covered his mouth
and never spoke clearly. The
next meeting was called and I
didn't attend because I felt he
was not a good leader.
Now, there are 21 voters who
will not be counted on Nov. 8.
Whatever happened to "your
vote counts or "your vote
makes the difference." I would
rather have 21 voters miss the
deadline themselves then to put
it in the hands of a man who
couldn't walk to his mailbox for
a week. Or, was he too ill to even
ask a friend to go for him?
Let's watch the elections on
Nov. 8 and pray to God that the
Democratic candidate doesn't
lose by 21 votes. We all may get
ill! It doesn't affect the 21 "nonvoters" — but the rest of us as
well.
Willie Garrett

oeiRodgers

Our views should
not be chastised
As one of those so-called
"closed-minded liberals," I'd
like to respond to Mark Vande
Kerkhoff, Eric Davies and
Donna Sigl's letter that appeared in the BG News. You're
absolutely correct in asking
"when has politics become a
one-sided debate?" We "liberals" had the same right to be
present at President's Reagan's
visit to BG as you did.
First, let me begin by saying
that we "liberals" were not the
only ones "toting signs." There
were many Republican supporters "toting" signs directly in
front of us, which blocked our
view also. Furthermore, even
with everyone's sign down when
Reagan spoke, we still could not
see the president for the simple
fact that the podium was set too
low for anyone that far back to
see, especially if one were on the
other side of the fence or on the
street.
Secondly, we had every inten-

BLOOM COUNTY

tion of listening to President
Reagan's speech. However, with
the mediocre speaker system
that was used, we could not hear
one word that he said. And the
only time our backs were turned
was when we had to respond to
the outrageous comments being
yelled at us. I was appalled to
hear some of the remarks from
the crowd. For instance, one older man shouted that Gov. Dukakis could not be president because his nose was too big! Others made similiar ignorant
criticisms and even went so far
as to flip us off and throw things.
Now that really shows the maturity of some of the Republican
supporters.
Lastly, this "liberal" is not
close-minded at all. I just have
different beliefs and opinions on
social issues and I should have
the right to express them if I
want without being chastised for
it. I AM A LIBERAL DEMOCRAT AND PROUD OF IT!
John Leibold
1451 Clough Apt. 105A

What's wrong with
being a liberal?
It hasn't been too long ago that
nearly every decent law-abiding
American wanted to be known
as a liberal-thinking, bighearted citizen. To be less inferred that you were in agreement with the bigots of our society who hated blacks, Mexicans,
Puerto Ricans, Catholics —
anyone who wasn't WASP. To
deny your liberal philosophical
upbringing was not only unAmerican but against our religious beliefs, as well.
Now, however, thanks in large
part to George Bush and Ronald
Reagan, there seems to be
something heinous about liberalthinking people. Suddenly, no
one wants to confess to being a
liberal.
So what's wrong with being a
liberal? All of a sudden, no one
in America wants to be called a
liberal. George Bush has capitalized on this to the extent that
he will probably be elected our
next president — even though he
had repeatedly demonstrated
that he will probably not be a
good president. He has lied to
the American public about his
role in the Irangate scam and,
more recently, his involvement
with Noriega, the drug dealing
dictator. In addition, many of
the important decisions he's
made as vice president have
been unwise and have come

back to haunt him.
In spite of this, the American
voters seemingly are rallying
behind him, cheering his often
used epithet of "liberal," which
he hurls at Dukakis with disdain
— as if being a liberal were far
worse than being dishonest,
deceitful and unwise.
He knows that all he has to do
is continue the use of buzz words
like "liberal," "soft on crime,"
"tax happy, big spenders" and
the American public, regardless
of how truthful or meaningful
these slogans are, will rally behind him. It's as if we've stopped
thinking for ourselves, that we've become smug in our middleclass homes and no longer care
about other people's problems.
We're no longer open-minded
advocates of individual rights,
except when we talk about getting government off our backs.
We want to be left alone. We no
longer want to pay our taxes and
share our fortunes with the less
fortunate. We now revere such
people as OUie North and John
Poindexter —forget Gandhi,
King and Jesus Christ.
I, personally, am proud to be
known as a liberal. I still believe
in open-mindedness, individual
rights and in the Christian ethic.
I hope that many of you who
have been hesitant to admit your
liberal political views because of
the unfair actions of the Bush
people will return to reality and
stand up for what's right. We
can't allow this farce to continue
any longer. There is nothing
wrong with being liberal in our
society. Liberalism is what
America is supposed to stand
for. It is the reason people
worldwide want to come to
America — it's the American
way.
Cliff Brooks
EDCI

Examining Bush's
'kinder America'
George Bush's repeated calls
for a "kinder, gentler America"
are beginning to get on my nerves. I decided to examine Bush's
much ballyhooed resume for examples of his kindness and
gentleness.
. , „
1) In 1964, Bush unabashedly
supported Barry Goldwater
when Goldwater was urging the
invasion of Cuba and saying that
nuclear weapons might work in
Vietnam.
2) During the 1987 tour of the
Auschwitz death camps, Bush

by Berke Breathed

remarked, "Boy, they were big
on crematoriums, weren't
they?"
3) Near the end of this year's
primary campaign, Bush ripped
a Jack Kemp pamphlet from a
teenage girl's hands and, as he
tore it to shreds, shrieked,
"Finis!"
4) During this year's New
Hampshire primary, Bush
claimed that caribou ''love" the
Alaska pipeline. "They rub up
against it and have babies.
There are more caribou in Alaska than you can shake a stick
at."
5) Numbers 2, 3 and 4 on this
list are what have become to be
known as gaffes by Bush. He
makes them all too frequently
and then his aides explain them
away. In another of these socalled gaffes the kindness and
gentleness candidate said, "(I
am) ... anti-Semitic." This, too.
was dismissed as another of
George's humorous slips.
However, a few days later, one
of Bush's top campaign aides
resigned because of past antiSemitic activities. Bush's handpicked running mate Dan
Quayle has ties to the viciously
anti-Semitic John Birch Society
(his parents were card-carrying
members). Quayle's wife has
been solidly linked to antiSemitic, fundamentalist guru
Col. Robert Thieme Jr. I'm
sorry, but I wonder.
So, there you have five examples of the sort of kindness and
gentleness you can expect form
George Bush. Despite the skillful TV ads, despite the new "just
folks" public persona, despite
his almost human performance
in the last debate, George Bush
has proved time and again, in
big ways and in small, that he is,
and will continue to be, anything
but kind and gentle.
Steve Hesske
English department

We must promote
human sensitivity
An editorial with the subtitle
"Just Say Know" recently appeared in theBG News. The author. Nancy Erikson, made a
touching case supporting the
need for men and women to respect life, even the life of a calf
who may grow up to be a veal
chop. Nancy writes, "...all living
things should be respected.
Even though man can make the
environment adapt to him, he is
connected to the whole ecosystem. Eventually, what he
does to the world will affect him,
too." I agree with the principle
of her argument completely.
However, I find it frightening
that we are so easily aroused by
the abuse of an innocent, defenseless animal and, at the same
time, insensitive to the abuse of
other human beings. If we do not
speak out against the abuse of
other human beings and respect
their differences, then we truly
will divide and destroy our ecosystem. This means that we
should not tolerate things like
racism, bigotry and sexism.
Furthermore, we should educate ourselves about the ways in
which these abuses are expressed (e.g. unfair hiring practices,
racial jokes, simple intolerance,
genocide and countless other
abuses) to ensure that they will
not be ignored and forgotten.
Bruce Kottler
Psychology department

Local
Supernatural discussed Constitution
Former member warns of occult involvement impressions
questioned
•ON.wi

San University, Guy explained
at the Bible depicts three
angels, one of whom went on to
become Satan. He also used
Biblical references to advise
Ele how to avoid an occult's
itations and how Christy eventually helped him
avoid the occult.

by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

An estimated crowd of 450
people gathered Sunday evening to listen to an occult member discuss his 15-year involvement with "the mystical
unknown."

Todd Pastor, campus director of Campus Crusade for
Christ, sponsors of the event,
said the presentation was
planned because of the increasing interest in the occult, as
well as the arrival of Halloween.

Bill Guy, a doctoral candidate in experimental pathology
at Wayne State University,
said he ordered a book about
the occult when he decided he
wanted to become a part of it.
"I got involved in the occult
... in order to be happy. I had to
have some guarantees and to
know for sure that the good
things I want to happen would
happen and the bad wouldn't,"
he said.

"There is a need for discussion and information rather
than hype or sensationalization," he said.
Although Campus Crusade
sponsored the event to educate.
Pastor said the group was disappointed in Guy's explanation
otnow Christianity helped him.

Telling thegroup gathered in
Harshman Cafeteria that "a
claim that occult book offers is
that somehow you can use y our
mind power or spirit helpers to
control the behaviors of other
people."
"It never works — and it
probably didn't work for the
authors of those articles," he
said.
Guy said he knew of one actual case of a supernatural occurrence which was then made
into the movie "The Exorcist."

Bill Guy

Photo/Pat Mingarelll

"It does provide some evidence to the occultist claim
that there does exist a spirit
world where there are malig-

ELECT
ALBERT W.

nant spirits who can exert a
physical influence on our reality," Guy said.
A graduate of Eastern Mich-

"Though we agreed with
what BiU said, we were disappointed in what he said. We
wanted him to go deeper into
the occult experience and
deeper into the power behind
it," Pastor said. "We feel the
program was different than
was advertised. We feel that
there was a communication
breakdown in what we wanted."

SMITH

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Controversy surrounding an
Internal Affairs Committee investigation concerning a cabinet
member's resignation has
created a difference in constitutional interpretation in Undergraduate Student Government.
A disagreement in how a
committee quorum is defined
will be looked into today when
USG Vice President Joe Meyer
petitions Student Court about
the statements made last night
by IAC chairman Craig Taliaferro.
Taliaferro said an IAC
quorum was present and able to
take action last night, but Meyer
disagreed.
In other business, Kevin
Coughlin, chief legislative officer, said a speaker series for
spring semester on "Forecasting Politics in the '90s" is being
organized.
Also, the second reading of a
resolution was passed. If added
to the USG constitution, the
resolution will give the Commuter Off-Campus Organization
the responsibility of choosing
the off-campus student representative to the selection com-

.D.
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mittee for student seats on the.
University's Board of Trustees.;
Brian Gadd, Academic Affairs
committee chairman, has in}
vestigated the current repeated
course policy and the changes
that are proposed in it. The polif
cy will come before the Aca^
demic Affairs Committee at its,
next meeting.
Current policy is when staj
dents repeat a class, the first
grade is dropped. However, if
the policy changes are adopted)
students will not be able to re;
Ceat a course if grade of C or
igher was earned, according to
Gadd. If the student is eligible to
repeat the course, the second
grade will be averaged with the
first, Gadd said.
USG also resolved that it waj
opposed to a Faculty Senate at;tempt to change the Academi?
Honesty Policy and further re;
solved that no student would be
denied the right to due process
or unduly punished while the
case was still in committee.
Legislation to create three ad
hoc committees was put on hold
when the issue was turned over
to the Student Affairs Committee for an investigation into the
manpower of other USG committees.

-CORONER

Political Advertisement Paid tor by Smith for Coroner Comm . R Newlove, Treas , 336 S Main-B G . O

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior portraits being shot now!
Varden Studios is here through Nov.18,
but schedule now to ensure your appointment.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily;

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
For only $5 you get in the book and the choice ot some really great printsl
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Wall moves Toledo
veterans, families

Campus

Replica elicits Vietnam remembrances
by D«bor«h Kennedy
copy editor

TOLEDO - Tbt moving
wall.
It is one-half the size of the
Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C. but, for Cart E.
Potato of Toledo, a former
Marine sergeant, the wall
holds Jus* as many feelings
and memories.
"I don't want to get too close
to it My (last) name is on that
wall. It's just too close for
comfort It could have been
me," Pobin explained.
Potato's cousin. Henry, died
in Vietnam. His name is one of
S8.156 engraved on the memorial.
Although the wall, located in
International Park in Toledo
from Oct. % to yesterday,
drew many veterans, those
who came, like Potan, had
mixed feelings about being
there.

"I Just don't want to get too close to It.
My (last) name is on that wait. It's Just
too close for comfort. It could have been
me."
-Carl E. Poizin, Toledo resident
Sandy Beerault, of Toledo, a
female veteran of Vietnam,
said although she served outside of Vietnam, there are still
names and faces she remembers and wonders what
became of them.
"I've been carrying around
the book of names all day. I've
been tempted to look, but
somehow rd rather not know,"
Beerault said. But for others,
knowing i3 all they ever wanted to do. Barbara Keller, of
Toledo, said she came for two
reasons: because she was
grateful her brother, who ser-

ved two and one-half years,
came back alive, and for her
friend's brother who has a plus
beside his name.
A plus beside a name on the
wall denotes a soldier with
rrusslng-in-action or prisonerof-war status. Keller came
specifically to leave a memento to her friend's brother,
a poem she wrote entitled "A
Story ToM."
Other visitors left momentos
as well — wreaths, flowers,
death notices, news dippings,
war medals and ribbons.
D

DA Nikon camera with motor
drive and lenses was reported
stolen from the deck of Cooper
Pool Thursday morning. The
area was locked when the items
were left there. It was later
reopened for a class and the
items were missing after the
class.
PA vehicle bra (the front
protective cover) was reported
stolen from a vehicle parked in
the Union Oval Friday morning.
The passenger side of the vehicle was also badly scratched.
The value of items stolen and
damaged was estimated at $750.
DA vehicle was reported stolen from Lot 6 Friday afternoon.
It was later recovered in good
shape, but with the steering column peeled, at the University of
Toledo.
nDeborah L. Roccia and Amy
L. Kotnik, both of 336 McDonald
West, Jacqueline A. Manco, 444
Dunbar, and Karen M. Besozzi,
442 Dunbar, were observed on
Clough Street Friday evening
carrying glasses of beer. AD
four were cited for underaged
drinking.
DA 6 feet by 5 feet banner
reading "College of Business
Administration^ was reported

stolen from a display in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Saturday
morning. The banner was valued at$200.
QA "Diikakis/Bentsen" sign
was reported stolen from a student's room in the Delta Upsilon
fraternity house Saturday morning.
DDamage worth $100 was
done to a vehicle parked in Lot
B, near the Guest House, when
someone walked across the hood
of the car Saturday night.

City

DA vehicle parked "behind the
power plant in Lot 4 was found
damaged Saturday afternoon.
The trunk lid was damaged and
a spark plug wire and vacuum
line were cut. The rear license
plate was also stolen. The value
of damaged and missing items
was estimated at more than
$150.

DA resident of the 400 block of
East Truman Street reported a
sick or tame groundhog in his
yard Fridav that is not afraid of
people. Officers released the
animal in a nearby field.
DKevin A. Stover, of Westlake, was cited for open container at the corner of East
Wooster Street and Troup
Avenue Friday.

□Jason C. Lascola and Troy
Durand. of Toledo, were cited
for underaged drinking early
Sunday morning. The two were
stopped by University police in
Lot 10, near the Ice Arena.
DUniversity police transported one person to Wood County
Hospital early Sunday morning
after she was struck in the face
during an incident in Anderson
Hall. She required hospital
treatment for a possible broken
nose. University police advised
her to contact the Bowling
Green City prosecutor to file
charges.

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27, Weeknights At 5:30 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
"Sociology In The City" i!
the topic i)r Scon Greet
distinguished professor ol
sociology .11 tin' University
oi Wisconsin—Milwaukee,
will present to the campus
He will extend hi> visit to
talk with The llnirersity
forum host, Dr. Michael
Marsden.
Tuesday. November I

ART BEAT
Be entertained with THREE
artistic adventures: HEAR
the Fairmont Theatre of the
Deaf give a workshop: EXPERIENCE the Underground Railway Theatres
performance; and SEE the
newest exhibit at the Toledo Museum of Art.
"Rcfigurcd Painting 1 he
German Image I960 1WH
Wednesday, November 2

TIME OUT
Dwighl Perry reminises
aboul his coaching days as
he adds another award for
his football accomplish
menu Coach Jerry York
keeps fans updated on the
icers efforts and Coach
Moe Ankney reports on the
Miami game
Thursday, November }

VIEWPOINT
Just a lew days before the
elections, experienced
journalist and host of Viewpoint. Larry Whatlcy,
reviews local ballot issues
that face voters in this
presidential year.
Friday, November 4

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
"Is the press anti-big busi
MM? asks George Howick, when he examines
the balance between the
workings of the business
community and freedom of
the press
Monday. November 7

John P. Delaney, of Akron,
and Michael J. Bove, of Lorain,
were arrested for disorderly
conduct Friday at the corner of
East Court Street and Thurstin
Avenue.
□A resident of the 400 block of
South Summit Street found a potato lodged in the tailpipe of his
car Friday.

James K. Dempsey, 514 Offenhauer West, was cited for
possession of a false ID Friday,
after trying to enter Howard's
Club H at 210 N. Main St.
DMichael P. Gray, 138 Kohl,
was cited for disorderly conduct
Friday in the 700 block of East
Wooster Street.
Din separate incidents, Robin
K. Beat, 121 State St., and Karen
M. Hollosi, of Toledo, and Brian
C. Ward, 604 Lafayette Blvd.,
were cited for possession of false
IDs, after trying to enter Howard's Club H Saturday.

Low Cost Treatment

VD - STD
Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

WBGU
TV27

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

71 WORTH \Y\H MM,

Are you:

WILLIAM FISCHER FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Staying in your hall? A place has been automatically reserved
for you.
Moving to another hall? Complete a request form in the office of
On-Campus Housing between November 1-21.
Need to cancel your contract? Are you graduating, student
teaching, withdrawing, or going on an internship? If so,
then stop by the Office of On-Campus Housing by
November 10 to cancel your reservation. If not, then your
housing contract is binding for the full year!!!!!!!

FISCHER ON B.G.S.U.
•1986 Graduate of B.G.S.U.
*Member, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Escort
Service and Inter-fraternity Council.
*Pre-registration volunteer.
""President, Campus Democrats.

ROOM AND MEAL PLANS WILL BE MAILED TO YOU, AND THE
PAYMENTS ARE DUE NOVEMBER 15.

Always on Target
For Wood County
UAO UAO

O UAO UAO UAO UAO

UB40
Live tomorrow
night in
Anderson Arena
at 8 p.m.
Hurry Great
seats still
available

UPDATE
3rd Floor Union
372-2343
Tonight!
Round 2 of
EAT BIG and WIN
come watch
*o
7 p.m.
at Frisch's
on Wooster St

c

College Bowl
pick up applications
this week in
UAO office
Competition begins
Nov. 8th - Nov.
10th
at 8 p.m.

Keep
experience
working
for you.

would like to wish
the Publications
Spotlight
Entertainment
and Exhibits
Committees

come see the
Buskers
from 9 p.m. - 1 p.m.
in Prout Cafeteria
Free Admission

Mayberry

• 8 YEARS Chief Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
For Wood County
»300 HOURS Specialized Education For
Prosecuting Attorney
• PROSECUTED Over 1.000 Felonies
• AUTHORED Manual Used By Police and
' Prosecutors All Over Ohio
• HONORED By Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys

Be sure to see
this week's films:

Broadcast News
Fri. and Sat. at
7 p.m., 9:30, 12 p.m.
210 Math Science $1.50

fa

An Experienced, FULL-TIME
Prosecuting Attorney

no entry fee

Around the World
in 80 Days
Thurs. at 9 p.m. in
Gish Film Theatre

Elect Alan

Prosecuting Attorney

Applications now being accepted for the position of
Contemporary Issues Deadline Nov. 4th
This week at
Frank's Place

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL THE OFFICE OF ONCAMPUS HOUSING, 440 STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING
372-2011

Association

6
5

c
a great week
nvnovn ovnovnovn1 ovn ovnovnovnov'novn ovnovnovfTgvn

ENDORSED BY:
Betty D. Montgomery, Prosecuting Attorney
Perrysburg Fraternal Order of Police
Rossford Police Patrolman s Association
Perrysburg Township Police Association
Northwood Police Patrolman's Association

Because Your Rights
Are Worth Protecting.
<n ««■•■»• I—(**("

■ON.ws

Grads briefed
on health plan
by Barbara A. We«iock
staff reporter

Although graduate students
are a demographically healthy
group, stress can wear on their
health, according to Josh Kaplan, director of Student Health
Services.
Kaplan spoke to Graduate
Student Senate about mandatory medical insurance at the
Oct. 28meeting.
"By virtue of age, you are a
healthy group but, because of
what you do, you are not as
healthy as others your age," he
said. "You are under a lot of
stress."
The issue was in the government last year, but Kaplan said
it was his impression that, in order for a mandatory policy to be
enacted, the action would have
to be initiated by GSS.
During the president's report,
Teresa Tancre, GSS president,
asked for three representatives
to attend the National Association of Graduate Students regional conference at Ohio State

Leadership To Serve Us And America I

In other business, Erik
Strunk, GSS vice president, said
the Welfare Committee will
brine revised sections of the
constitution before the general
assembly for approval throughout the year.

MICHAEL s.

DUKAKIS

Updating the current constitution is a goal for the committee
this year, Strunk said.

For President

The first call for research to
be submitted for the Charles E.
Shanklin Award was announced.
The deadline for submitting
research papers is March 3,
1989.

LLOYD

Dedicated To
"Integrity, Service
And The
Public Trust"

BENTSEN
For Vice President

HOWARD M.

Memorial
n Continued from page 4.
According to Russ Stevens,
chairman of veteran affairs
for Vietnam Veterans Administration Post No. 35, the mementos left at the moving wall
will be taken with the wall to
the next city. Plans are being
made to one day start a Vietnam Memorial Museum in
which some of it will be displayed.

Divest
Q Continued from page 1.
A year later, the Foundation
Board voted unanimously to
divest its remaining holdings in
South Africa.
Ashel Bryan, president of the
Foundation Board, said in August the total divestment of the
funds would have minimal effect
on the University since it is
! 160,000 of the approximately
10 million held by the Foundation.
Vet. Burlingame said the
Foundation could be considered
liable if it divested the funds
immediately and took a total
loss on investments.
"The Foundation Board would
not be performing its role if we
did not think of the potential
loss," he said. "When you go
into a long-term investment and
it turns out to be short-term, you
have to be prepared to insure it's
not a total loss."

The wall is a replica of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial
or "The Wall" in Washington.
The original wall was dedicated Nov. 13, 1982 after three
years of effort by a handful of
veterans. The moving version
has been circulating throughout the country since Oct. 15,
1984 and has been seen in more
than 70 cities.

COMFORT
WITH STYLE.

METZENBAUM
U.S. Senator

Leadership To Serve Us In Ohio
ALVIN L.

TOM

PERKINS

MURRAY
For Congress—5th District

For State Senator

MARCY

Navy Blue Beige
Wine

^ FISCHER

B955
Don't let the
looks fool you.
These are working
Red Wings Super comfortable Super
tough. Shoes you'll love wearing on the )ob.
Because the last
w e a EE
thing you
Ml $■•■■2 no no
should have to
take home from
work II bred feet

5

For Our
Future.

University.
She also said a Thanksgiving
potluck dinner will be helcf Nov.
20, from 3 to 7 p.m. at the OffCampus Commuter Center. The
dinner is co-sponsored by Third
World Graduate Student Association.

The assembly passed a resolution supporting an academic
honesty policy revision that
helps ensure that students
receive due process when a violation occurs.

November I, IMS

ifJ

For State Representative

KAPTUR
W^

Congress—9th District

Leadership To Serve Us In Wood County

and Sot*
Sho« R«pslr

HMI

JAMES P.

FREDERICK J.

DAVIDSON

GETZ

519 E Pearl St. BG
353-0199

^
MADE IN U S A

For County Commissioner
(1/2/89)

For County Commissioner
(1/3/89)

Your Comic Connection is at...

Young's Newsstand
"Don't miss the next issue of four favorite
comic series!" Downtown

353-2176

Res
ume

MICHAELLE T.

MATTHEW C.

CROWLEY

BRICHTA
For County Sheriff

For County Prosecuting Attorney

SUE

DR. ALBERT W.

KINDER

SMITH
For County Coroner

County Recorder

To Serve-Us In Columbus'

(Laser type)'

A. WILLIAM

ALICE ROBIE

SWEENEY

RESNICK

Justice Of
Ohio Supreme Court

For Justice Of
Ohio Supreme Court

(Typeset type)'

Choose a quality typeset resume from

Un/'Graphics
■■■mHBl^BSSa^BSSJBJHiSSSSJISSSSSSl ■ it«»«M«v«*••*" •"« *•'"•'

211 West Hall
372-7418
• 12 pi typ« invva
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Lettermen
D Continued from page 1.
received a standing ovation.
The back-up music for
the band was provided by
Bret Bullock and The
Power Trio, which consisted of Bullock, the keyboard and piano performer, Jim Baker on bass
guitar and Eric Batterman
on drums.
The Lettermen have
been performing around
the world, including locations such as Japan, the
Philippines and tours in
South America and
Europe, Butala said in an
interview after the performance.

Bowling Green Municipal
Court
Robert 0. Durham, 112
Bromfield, pled guilty Oct. 24 to
a charge of failure to obey a red
light and was fined $25, plus
court costs.
OMyles A. Bruno, 426 S. Enterprise St., pled guilty Oct. 25 to
disorderly conduct and was
fined $45, plus court costs.
CBrian M. Hoover, 1048 Varsity Square, forfeited a $100
bond when he failed to appear in
court Oct. 26 for a speeding

He said he believes the
group's music remains pofiular because they sing
ave songs which apply to
all ages.
"We sing about love and
love never goes out of
style," Butala said, adding
that another key for success is adding new material to the act.

D James Howell, 1515 E. Wooster St., pled guilty to operating a
motorcycle without a driver s license endorsement Oct. 26. He
was fined $85, plus court costs.
DMichael A. Lvbarger, 234
Palmer Ave., and Andrew V.
Sallee, 615 Second St., both forfeited $100 bonds after neither
appeared in court Oct 26 for
speeding tickets.
DEric A. Tipton, 107 Bromfield, pled guilty to speeding
Oct. 26 and was fined $52, plus
court costs.
, ,
QJason C. Diwik, 237 Anderson, was found guilty Oct. 26 of
possessing an altered ID, after a
charge of open container was
dismissed. He was fined $200,
plus court costs, and must serve
one year of probation.

——

—■

BG News/Susan Schulz

The Lettermen, who performed last Saturday night to a sold-out crowd I of Avon. Ohio, nominated by four daughters, Lydia. Lynn, Laura and
at Anderson Arena, were this years Parents Day concert. The winners
Leah.
of the (JAO Parent's of the Year contest were Mr. and Mrs. Dale Perez |
_^___

WHAT IS A MISCELLANY
Find out Monday, Nov. 7
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Miseducation' explained
Akbar, currently a professor
at the University of Florida, has
appeared on talk shows, including the Phil Donahue Show and
the Oprah Winfrey Show, to discuss black history.
Saying blacks have been used
as "tools for the development of
our society" since they were
brought to this country as
slaves, Akbar said the slaves

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Nationally-known psychologist and lecturer Na'im Akbar
addressed the problem of
"Miseducation of Blacks" Saturday evening as part of the
Second Annual Midwest Student
Unity Conference.

POQliOi'S
~ PIZZA

945 S. Main
352-7571
EXPIRES NOV. 30

TWO MEDIUM
THICK CRUST PIZZAS
WITH 1 ITEM
AND TWO COKE
FILLED MUGS
$11.95 (15.10 value)

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON

• *••*•••••••••• •

I SPECIAL SAVINGS
with these

Hotel Hairstyling

Coupon
Specials
Ipcpsil

for only $2 45 with this coupon
Unit 1 package per coupon
Customer oavs al applicable sales tax

Good on
COTtonaion
wmlOM
ortect o«y.
No
SuMtluloni

107 S. Main St.

THE WASH HOUSE
24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT

Volume, Texture and Lift
Without Curl - $28.00

250 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's
VISIT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER

expires

11/15/88
BGN

Preferred Properties

Call 352-4810 for Appt.

835 High St.

<iO
A C
* 3 g\ "^
fca^FW

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
lor only $2 45 with this coupon.
Umit 1 package per coupon
Customer pays al applicable sales tax

Good on
OJMMM
«MW * da*
onMrtonir.

expires
11/15/88
BGN

*2.45

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
lor only $2 45 with mis coupon
Unit 1 package pei coupon
Customer pays all appicaBle sales tax

GOOd 0"
corona'On
wrvwtMrX
ofd*.oniy
NO
SuOslluloni
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Congratulates their new Initiates
expires
11/15/88
BGN

J.P. Delaney
Steve Barnhart
Greg Formanns
John Clouse
Jeff McVeigh

Jim Fliss
Chris Montefiore
John Slagle
Jeff Sabol

£
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CD
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O
COUPON-

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
lor only $2 46 with this coupon
Ljmitl package per coupon
Customer pays al apptctMe sales lax

Good on
ayrtanBiOn
wru«4 6ar«
OfOofioNy
No
SwolKwIcnt

expires
11/15/88
BGN

♦2.45

COUPON-

—No./ Featuring—
Frtih-B»ked Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch
-Use Our Convenient Drive Thru'

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Foil Pledge Class
Scott Bailey
Joe Cancilliere
Craig Crock
Dave DiBiasio
Doug Dickenson
Dave Febock
Mike Goeke
Bill Hapner
Brett Helf
Mark Young

Kevin Knight
Jamey Masters
Colin McBane
Ken Novak
Brandon Ondrako
Steve Petrick
Tim Presby
John Toffler
Bill Warner

m
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I
I
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*
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1020 N. Main, 352-2061

Proud to be Philiekio's

ftvn.Tnwrr
DAVE THRU HOURS Sun
Thui 11 itnl p m,

*AG *AG *A6 *A0 *A0 *A0 *A0 *AG *A0

■Use Our Convenient Drive Thru'

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

CD

Proud to be Phi's !

AC
£t •%

immediate
Housing Openings

*A6 *A6 *AG *AG *A6 *A6 »A8 »A6 4-A9

Phi Delta Theta

su.i'L.n.

-COUPON-

352-9378

Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

-COUPON

We Have
Hot Soups
Available!

were taught to forget their her- aust in World War II.
"Start crying for your harditage.
•'We were made into slaves... ships," he said.
To learn more about the
we came here as a free people, a
people with a free mind, a free struggles, Akbar said he beconscience, a free understand- lieves every student should take
ing, a free development ... we a Black Studies course "to learn
came here with integrity," he about yourself... because it tells
about people who look just like
said.
He said because blacks were you."
"They brought you here be"made into" slaves, their consciousnesses had to be altered so cause you were culturally deprived
(100 years ago) ... now
they would not think for themselves. This "cultural amnesia" we're not here on the basis of our
forced them to forget their his- merit, but the basis of our strugtory — in fact, it brainwashed gle," Akbar said.
Even though the individual
them so much that when the
Emancipation Proclamation may not have struggled for their
developed, some wanted to re- merits, but they should know
that someone wanted them to
main slaves, he said.
While the Southerners were "give the option to the chilreshaping the African mind, dren," he said.
they were also hiding black hisAkbar said blacks have been
tory from them, he said.
''We have no concept of how told they are "stupid" all their
we shaped history ... you know lives so that when they achieve,
nothing about you — this isn't the achievement should evoke a
accidental, but intentional," feeling of pride.
"People have struggled for
Akbar said.
According to Akbar, more you ... you have nothing about
blacks died on the way to the yourself to be ashamed of. It's
United States as slaves than time for you ... to start aspiring
German Jews during the Holoc- to change this world," he said.

Nov. - Dec. Special Only
with VAVOOM PERM by MATRIX

■-COUPON--

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit

The trio's latest album.
"It Feels Like Christmas,"
is expected to be released
later this month, Butala
said.

>
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Elsewhere
Strike end possibility

■GNtwi November 1, ItM 7

Police arrest 220
at Ohio University

Akron UAW members to vote on proposal
AKRON (AP) — A tentative agreement was
reached Monday in the sometimes-bitter 12-week
strike by 1,400 United Auto Workers union members against the Akron facilities of Loral Corp., a
mediator said.
Ken Evans, district director of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service, said the
settlement was reached during an all-day negotiating session at the agency's Broadview Heights of.fice.
The terms of the agreement were not disclosed
pending a union ratification vote, according to
Evans, who said the agreement was hammered
out on the basis of several changes made to a company proposal submitted Friday.

agreement would clear the way for a rank-and-flie
ratification vote, she said.
Tom Seese, Local 856 president, and Don Ebner.
chief company spokesman for the defense contractor's Akron plant, were unavailable for immediate
comment on the tentative agreement.
The union had struck Aug. 11 after rejecting
company demands for concessions on the issues of
cost-of-hving pay raises and medical insurance
coats. In rejecting the concessions, the union had
said it wanted to snare in the company's profits.
The company bad sought to freeze cost-of-living
pay increases and instead proposed paying employees less lucrative annual lump sum payments
of no more than $800.

Marilyn Saylor, financial secretary for UAW
Local 856, said the local's leadership arranged a
Monday evening meeting to consider the tentative
settlement.
A leadership decision recommending the

The tentative settlement was reached during a
series of talks which began last week as part of the
fifth renewal of negotiations.
With 4,200 employees, Loral Corp. is the second
largest employer in Summit County after Goodyear Corp.

Soviets relax speech laws
MOSCOW (AP) - One law
used to imprison Soviet political
dissidents will be rescinded and
another will likely be revised to
cover specific acts against the
state, the official Soviet news
agency Tass said today.
It was the second promise
within a week of impending improvements for Soviet dissidents. West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl said last week
after talks in Moscow with officials including Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev that he
had been told all people regarded in the West as political
prisoners will be freed by the
end of the year.
On Monday, Justice Minister
Boris Kravtsov told Tass that
Article 190, the law banning "anti-Soviet slander," apparently
will be dropped in the current
review of the Soviet criminal
code.

Article 70, barring "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda," probably will be restricted to cover concrete actions, Kravtsov said.
He also said the law on exit
visas is being revised in accordance with an international
agreement on civil and political
rights.
Kravtsov said only eight people are serving sentences under
the two anti-dissent laws.

Amnesty International, the
London-based human rights organization, says it has information on 150 Soviets "imprisoned
soley for their non-violent exercise of their fundamental human
rights." It counted 10,000 a few
years ago.

dKcSadl to

.standing, but this
a annual illegal Halparty was seen by one
law enforcement
lacking In en-

catetorsnta brought about 220
»olioe Chief Richard
rer estimated that about
» people attended, "which
«w us to make more
arrests. When the officer
doesn't have to push and
stove to get to •omeone
breaking the law, it's easier
to maintain order."
A spokeswoman for Athena
CaBtfyMumcipal Court said
SataKtay*foTwdaTniK
arrests, and another 108 or
more appeared in court Monday, most answering charges
of cbaorderly conduct or Intoxication.
Agents of the Ohio Department of liquor Control En-

Soviet human rights activist
and Nobel Peace Prize laureate
Andrei D. Sakharov said last
week that there were 25 people
still in labor camps under Article 70.

mill.

The definitive movie on John Lennon
TUES. NITE
IS Vi PRICE
POPCORN NITE
ALL POPCORN
IS Vt PRICE

. Ohio (AP) or the

WM publicity
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forcement Division were here
to take part hi law enforcement, and a supervisor said
most of those arrested were
from oat of town.
Four buataesset were cited
for selling beer to minora, and
two otters were cited for
otter offenses tracing to the
party.
The arrests Included 17 OU
aUSents. 19 from Ohio State
University, one from Hocking
Technical College, 48 from
otter colleges, five high
school students and 37 nonstudenta.
Law enforcement came
from city police, Athens
County Sheriffs Dei
Hocking Technical College,
Liqaor EnforcSent Division, Bureau af Criminal Investigation and OU Security
Police.
OB highways surrounding
the city, the Ohio Highway
Patrol beefed up its manpowe* and reported that between 4 pjn- Friday and 6
p.m. Sunday, troopers made
408 arrests.

Ohio man
uses bow
in suicide
LORAIN, Ohio (AP) — The
weekend bow and arrow death of
a young Lorain man could have
been suicide or an accident, as
the man put an arrow to his
chest after pulling the trigger on
several empty guns, a coroner
said Monday.
Dr. R.G. Thomas, Lorain
County coroner, said Larry Frazier, 25, bled to death from an
arrow wound that pierced his
heart and part of his left lung
early Sunday.
The man's wife and 4-year-old
daughter were in the house at
the ume and most of the details
of the incident were provided by
the girl, wbo may have been a
witness, Thomas said.
Thomas said the victim, who
had been drinking, apparently
C': several unloaded guns under
chin and pulled the trigger
and then aimed a bow at his
chest, pushing the string back
with his toes.
"It's unusual and I've never
seen (a death like) it," Thomas
said. "It sounds a little
whacko."

BRINGS BG
THE VARSITY
SPORT OF
THE MIND

Get some of your friends together and form a team of 4!
(There will be 16 teams total)
Then get ready for intense competition
Tuesday, November 8th - Thursday, November 10th
at 8 p.m.!
Winners will be sent to the Regional
competition in February!
Sign-up in theK&DOffice - 3rd floor
University Union - 372-2343!

NO ENTRY FEE!!!
MICHAELLE
CROWLEY
For

COUNTY PROSECUTOR
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•

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has served over five
years
in Bowling Green Municipal Court
Prosecutor's Office.

•

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has advised elected
and appointed public officials in many
complex civil matters.
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JBWiUjJ MkJdl..t.ttW
Laura Morrli
Bw*y Norton
W.ndypwdofff
Corrl. Patrick
Mkhjltofltn
U" Phillip.
?.'^5ont. „
Hwjthw Pullono
Tjrrl Pain
Chr • Rovory
K.lry Richord.on
W«nd»/ Ruu.ll
Km. Sondor
Kwtoy Shonw
Haathw Sllvwbwg
°ono Solkh
Jill Stanton
Jw.nl. Stwjw
Suiy Thomo.
Krlitin TorrKMko
CothyWwid
Iracl Wlahrooch
Louro W.I..
Amy Wkhmon
Cennw Wlwilw
Jwiny WIIHord
Ml..y Wll.cn
Brthony Woll
Monko Zorkhny
BMh Zowkkl

CONGRATULATIONS LADIES

MICHAELLE CROWLEY will be a FULL-TIME
Prosecutor.
Michaelle Crowley will end her
private law practice and work FULL-TIME as
Prosecutor.
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PROUDLY PRESENTS ITS 1988 COLONY MEMBERS
»•* FuMiy
Hwjthw G.I.K.
P am Gkwoiwttl
Slod GoH
Morel. Gordloy
T»rrl Grubw
Amy Hanlay
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Glno Hwk.th
Lynn Hobock
MN Holll.
Andrwj Holmon
ThwwK. Holm.r
Ann. Marl. Houxr
Kathy Hubw
Koran Hutton
Chrl. "I*
Cathy Jordan
*«•'• Kautiolw
Lorl Knoop
Su»on Kotnlk
Jowl. Krupliwkl
Jon.1 LOFWM
Jw»lf.r lonon
H.ldl L.lchtomw
Lynn L..II.
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Ruth Moby
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MWIMO McNobb
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Carolyn Aldrich
juli. Arkong.1
Corrl. Bodik
Barbara Batti.ti
Jwinllw Slckn.ll
Jwmllw Bloha
Anal. Blondlna
B.th Bolondw
Ww>dy Booth
Corrl. Brugownon
Su.on Chonoy
Glno Crwvwln.
Molly Choi
loro Choiy
Eliiob*th Clork
M.li.o do*.
T«rl Coortnw/
Amy Cullw
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Katl. Dorwrty
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Tracy Doran
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News Briefs

Lenin shipyard closing
Solidarity birthplace shutting down, Walesa plans tight
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — An infuriated
Lech Walesa vowed Monday to fight
government plans to close down the Lenin
shipyard, the site where the Solidarity trade
union was born.
The state-owned shipyard in Gdansk is being closed down Dec. 1. It is the first big industrial plant to be singled out for closure by
the montlvold government of Prime Minister Mieczyslaw Rakowski, who has pledged
to get rid of unproductive and inefficient enterprises.
The decision was announced while the sni6yard was closed on the eve of All Saints
lay and caught many workers and Solidarity activists by surprise. The yard reopens
\fj f*H n r"tH n v
A longtime foe of Solidarity, Rakowski

took office Sept. 27 with a pledge to restructure Poland's aging industrial base and get
the economy moving. In an interview witn
the BBC, he said the decision "has nothing to
do with Solidarity."
The announcement came during an
impasse in preparations for talks between
representatives of Solidarity and the
government, which had been promised to
Walesa on Aug. 31 during the last strike at
theshipyard.
,
._._,
In an interview with The Associated
Press, Walesa denounced the decision as
Rakowski's "personal provocation ...
against the birthplace of Solidarity." Rakowski was a firm supporter of the Dec. 13,
1981, martial-law crackdown on Solidarity.
Walesa, himself a worker at the shipyard.

said in a later statement that "Solidarity
will defend the enterprise which is for the
union and for the whole nation a symbol of
the struggle for a new and better Poland."
The state-run news agency PAP said Rakowski on Saturday approved an Industry
Ministry recommendation to close the yard.
It referred to the premier's Oct. 13 speech
when he presented his plan to parliament.
Rakowski told the BBC that "there is no
other way. If someone wants to make the Polish economy more healthy, he has to start
with very strong steps."
PAP added the decision should come as no
surprise because the possibility has been
discussed publicly "for a long time."

tion's highways. The American Automobile Association wants federal prohibition of radar detectors in commercial vehicles that cross
state lines.
The manufacturers of radar detectors, including'Cincinnati
Microwave Inc., say owners of radar detectors are actually safer

^tfBgSffi* outlawed." Blue Ash Police Chief Ron
Sturgill said. "People who own radar detectors are more likely to
speed. There is no other purpose for having one.
Sturgill has another complaint about radar detectors - their popularity among thieves.
"We spend hundreds of hours investigating thefts of what is a criminal tool to begin with. That's like a drug dealer calling me up and
asking me to investigate the theft of an ounce of cocaine from nun,

Paul Allen, of Cincinnati Microwave's marketing and product development department, said criticism of radar detectors is nothing
more than a campaign by insurance companies to outlaw the devices.
"If you are an insurance company, the best possible world of all
worlds is where everybody gets speeding tickets so you can charge
them higher premiums," said Allen, whose company makes the
Passport and Escort radar detectors.

Sana highway safety organizations say recent studies have established a link between radar detectors and higher speeds on the na-

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) Sixth-graders in the Jackson
School District will have a
new kind of homework assignment this spring: Earn
money to give to someone
else.
The Best Program was
created last year for 116
sixth-graders at Raines Elementary School, where administrators feared students
from deprived neighborhoods
would be easy recruits for
gangs and drug dealers.
"We had a troubled group
of sixth-graders last year.

They had low self-esteem, no
self-motivation, homework
was just brought in in a sloppy manner," Raines Principal Rosalind Hambrick said.
r
'I knew that we had to try to
do something for these children before they got away
from us."
"So, we were looking for a
counselor, a mentor, somebody, anything. We knew that
Frank Melton (general manager) at WLBT-TV studios
had done extensive work with
gangs and troubled youth, so
we called the studio. '

Mother praises Streep's
x
perfect' film portrayal

Radar detectors legality debated
CINCINNATI (AP) - A suburban police chief says radar detector
units are criminal tools and should be made illegal but a Cincuinatibased maker of the units says they encourage motorists who have

School children earn
money to give away

SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
— A mother who claimed a
wild dog ate her baby and
battled for eight years
against a wrongful murder
charge says American actress Meryl Streep's
portrayal of her in a new movie is "painfully perfect."
Lindy Chamberlain and her
husband, Michael, praised
Streep in a televised interview for a "truly amazing
job" in the soon-to-be
released film "Evil Angels,"

which will premiere in the
United States as "A Cry In
The Dark."
The couple was interviewed
on Australia's "60 Minutes"
program on the eve of the
film's release this week in
Australia.
The film centers on the 1980
disappearance of the Chamberlain's 6-week-old daughter
Azaria during a camping trip
to the Outback and her mother's much-publicized murder
trial and imprisonment.

FREE!!

WOODLAND MALL • 353-0204
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FIFTH THIRDS AUT0IX)AN.
IT MAKES BUYING A CAR AS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU NOVEMBER 12, 1988

DAIRY MART

^m

SLICED

BACON

mm ft*

$149
1-LB
VAC. PACK

DAIRY MART GRADE "A

LARGE

EGGS

DOZEN

DAIRY MART * FARM FRESH

2%or1%
J

<|CC

MILKH™
GALLON

DAIRY MART * NEW CROP

\,

APPLE
CIDER
FLAVOR OF THE MONTH
LAWSONS * PREMIUM

BUTTER PECAN

ICE CREAM

GALLON

199
HALF
GALLON

2 LITER BOTTLE * ALL FLAVORS

FAYGO

BEVERAGE
WF SELL

WE ACCEPT

WE SELL

LOTTERY TICKETS I FOOD STAMPS I MONEY ORDERS

Buying a car can take a lot of
time and decisions. There are so
many choices, prices and deals to
think about. And then there'sthe
loan to consider.
That'swherewecomein.We
can help keep things simple. In
fact, Fifth Third has helpedput
morepeoplebehind the wheel than
any other bank in Hancock County
Partly because of the rates we offer.
But mostly because of our special
style of personalized service.

CHOOSING OURLOANFOR
PERSONALREASONS.
Whether you needacar, truck,
trailerorrecreation vehicle, Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suityour needs. And because when
it comes to making auto loans, we
believe in going the distance, no
matter who or where yourdealer is
when you find the deal you want,
you can get the loan you need

tion or an auto loan application
Or talk to yourdealer. And ifyou
have aOne Account Plus, we can
sweeten your deal with a special low
interest rate. Ifyou don't have a
One Account Plus, now you have
another good reason to find out
about gettingone.
Apply for your Fifth Third
auto loan today. With ourquick
approval process, we'll haveyou
on the road again in no time.

0-6OINPRACTICALLYNO
TIMEFLAT.
Call orstop by any Fifth Third
Banking Center for more informa
Now itrving HntUmy. Tiffin, Bowling Grttn,
FoUort: Bmscom, and Niw Kltgel.
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Falcon icers stop Mustangs 5-3
Win fourth-straight game
and third over weekend
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

It was the perfect end to the
perfect weekend.
After sweeping Western Michigan this weekend, the Bowling
Green hockey team came out
and showed its stamina as they
won their third game in five
days by defeating Western Ontario 5-3 Monday night at the Ice
Arena.
The victory moves BG s record to 6-1 overall, while the
Mustangs fall to 7-2-2.
Going into this weekend's action against Western Michiga,
the Falcons knew they needed to
rebound from a disappointing
split with Ohio State. They
proved they were ready for the
challenge when they defeated
the Broncos 7-5 Thursday.
With the possibility of a sweep
looming overhead, the icers
didn't disappoint their faithful
as they came out Friday and
promptly outplayed Western
Michigan in every phase of the
game as they skated to a 6-1 victory.
Leading the weekend onslaught was senior co-captain
Greg Parks, who tallied an
eight-point weekend with the
help of two goals in each game.
Parks' performance during
the weekend earned him Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
Player-of-the-Week, but it didn't
stop there.
Parks once again helped
spark the Falcons back to life
Monday night when he tallied
two big assists. His finesse on
the power play accompanied
with his physical play at both
ends helped revive BG after its
sluggish start in this unusual
early week contest.
Even though the Falcons
came out a bit slow after their
weekend sweep, head coach
Jerry York still saw the Western
Ontario game as a bonus.
"This was a good game for us
because if we didnrt play this
game we would have an unusually long layoff between con-

Parks

Mala

tests," York said. "It took both
teams a while to get into the flow
of the game, but as it went on,
we both got going more."
It took a Western Ontario goal
at the mid-point of the First
period before the Falcons came
alive. It didn't even take the
Falcons two minutes before they
retaliated on a goal by sophomore Pierrick Maia. Maia's
goal was his eighth of the
season, but before the night was
over he would add another to run
his season total to nine goals,
which currently leads the team.
BG was also sparked on a goal
by sophomore Braden Snavchook, but the offensive star of
the night was junior Marc Pot- Bowling Green center Nelson Emerson is stopped by Western Ontario
vin. who also added two goals qoalie Stephen Titus In first period action Monday night at the Ice Arena.
while applying constant pres- The Falcons beat the Mustangs 5-3 behind Marc Potvins two goals. BG
sure to Mustang goalie Stephen
Titus.
The prettiest play of the night
came on the first Potvin goal at
14:35 of the second stanza. It
happened when a Kevin Dahl
shot went high in the air off the
was one Falcon hockey player
skate of Titus. Potvin, who was by Al Franco
who came f ired-up and rearing
skating around the back of the sports reporter
net, saw toe puck go into the air
This should not surprise the
ana took a backhand swipe confans who have come to watch the
There
were
a
lot
of
elements
of
necting with the puck and putjunior from Kitchener, Ontario
ting it into the open net behind a the Bowling Green hockey team tor the past three years.
that
seemed
a
stunned Titus.
Against Western Ontario,
It is these kind of breaks that little off-tempo
Potvin, as usual, was the first
Monday
night.
Potvin contributes to experiplayer out on the ice behind the
ence.
goaltenders, leading the team.
"When you're a freshman or speeder NelPotvin, as usual, withstood punsophomore, you never get those son Emerson
ishment in front of the oppocouldn't get it
type
of
breaks,"
Potvin
said.
sitions net. And, he, as usual,
•rNow that I'm a junior, those going, senior
produced when the Falcons
type of things seem to happen captain Greg
needed a lift.
more, goals like that I consider Parks was
After seven games. Potvin has
slowed down Potvin
gifts/'
scored six goals and has four asThe win, however, was not a by accumulatsists for 10 points. He is on pace
gift as the Mustangs took the ing a total of 14 minutes in the to surpass nis totals from last
D See Icers, page 11. penalty box, but Marc Potvin

BG News/Paul Vernon
plays at Michigan Friday and hosts the Wolverines Saturday. Both
contests start at 7 p.m.

Potvin stands tall with two goals
With that type of effort, Potvin
season which saw him score 15
goals and add 21 assists for 36 earned the jraise of Mustangs
head coach Barry Martinelli.
points.
"Potvin played very well to"He's had an exceptional
season so far," BG head coach night," Martinelli said. "He got
Jerry York said. "Once again, a couple of goals iust because he
he was just a dominant presence was at the right place at the
right time, and nobody could get
on the ice tonight."
With the score tied 2-2 midway him out of there."
At 6-foot-2, 210 lbs., nobody
through the second period, Potvin scored while holding his wants the job of moving Potvin
ground in front of the Mustangs away from the goal-mouth. But
net. He batted a puck out of mid- Potvin said that he has learned
air by Western Ontario goalten- how to play more effectively in
the opposing zone.
der Steve Titus.
"A couple of years before, I'd
Less than four minutes later,
Potvin converted a pass from iust stand in front (of the opposParks into the Western Ontario ing net) and take a beating,"
net, and the goal would become Potvin said. "Now, I get there at
O See Potvin, page 11.
the eventual game-winner.

Caldwell runs Miami to tie with BG
by Andy Woodard
sports editor
Miami University had faced
adversity all year — and lost
every time.
But with 4:04 remaining in
their Mid-American Conference
game with Bowling Green Saturday and trailing 21-13, the
Redskins finally came through.
However, they still didn't win.

Instead, they tied.
Bennie Caldwell's one-yard
touchdown run and ensuing twoBint conversion with 34 seconds
t lifted Miami to a 21-21 tie
with BG in front of 18,510 disappointed Parents' Day fans at
Doyt L. Perry Field.
Miami is now 0-8-1 overall,
0-5-1 in the MAC. The tie stopped
the longest losing streak in Redskins history. BG is 2-6-1,1-4-1.
The touchdown capped a

Miami's Bennie Caldwell dives between several Bowling Qreen defenders
on his way to the Redskins' final touchdown with 34 seconds left In the
game. He later added the two point conversion for the 21 -21 tie. Trying to

79-yard, 11-play drive that consummed 3:30 of the clock. Quarterback Chris Ondrula guided
the Redskins down field with
precise passes and mixed in four
running plays by Caldwell on the
way to the score.
Even though Miami had accumulated only 58 yards total
offense in the second half before
the final drive, Ondrula said
there was an air of confidence in
the huddle.

"We had moved the ball earlier on them and then when we
got to the 20, we would mess
up," said Ondrula, who completed 16-of-27 passes for 203
yards and one touchdown. "But
when we came out (for the final
drive), we were extremely confident that we were going to
score."
BG head coach Moe Ankney
credited Miami with good execution on the last drive, but he

BG News/Paul Vamon
Mop Caldwell It Toy Eaton (middle), Duane Crenthaw (90) and
Oal McDonald (far right).

said he didn't change his defense.
"We played both zone and
man-to-man in the secondary
and different types of both,"
Ankney said. "We had our chances to stop them, but we didn't
doit
"
._. Der~
Falcons
defensive tackle
rick Carr, who had 10 tackles,
including a sack, and recovered
a fumble, agreed with Ankney.
"They were in a pass situation
and they executed. And they ran
a couple of draws for big plays,
too," said Carr, named the Falcons' player of the game. "They
had some big plays that helped
them out a lot. We just have to
go on and get ready for the last
twogames. '
But after quarterback Eric
Smith had given the Falcons a
21-13 lead on a 10-yard run with
4:04 left in the game, it looked
like BG would be celebrating its
third win in four weeks.
But Miami did not give up.
Ondrula, a sophomore, completed three-straight passes (12
yards, 22 and 17) to move the
ball to the BG 45-yard line.
Caldwell then ran 16 yards on a
draw play to the BG 12.
Miami reached the one-yard
line on an eight-yard completion
and two short runs by Caldwell.
On first and goal, Caldwell ran
throught the middle of the line
for the touchdown.
The sophomore then tied the
game when he took a pitch from
Ondrula around right end.
A third-string tailback, Caldwell, playing because the top
two backs were injured, said the
Redskins would take anything to
break their losing streak.
"The way things were going,
we wanted something other than
a loss. A tie to us is just fine,"
said Caldwell, who finished with
57 yards on 12 carries.
Miami head coach Tim Rose
said, "That was a great drive.
And the thing is, we were able to
do something positive in a
season full of negatives."
However, the way the game
started, it looked like Miami
might get its first win instead of
itaftrsftie.
Redskins defensive back Mike
Wilson intercepted a Smith pus
at the BG S3 midway through the
second period to set up « fouryard touchdown pass from Ondrula to Steve Fumi. Miami led

m
Caldwell

Carr

6-0 after Chuck Konrad missed
the extra point.
On their next possession, the
Redskins moved 56 yards in six
plays and scored on a five-yard
run by fullback Bill Wanke.
Konrad's extra point made it
13-0.
BG finally got on the scoreboard with 46 seconds left in the
half on a 50-yard touchdown
pass from Smith to wide
receiver Ron Heard, cutting the
Miami led to 13-7 at halftone.
On the play, Heard caught the
ball at the Miami 38, made a
move around defensive back
Mike Crawford and out-ran defensive back Mike Wilson to the
end zone.
"That was a great athlete
making a great play," Rose said
of Heard's catch and run.
Before that 79-yard drive, the
Falcons had accumulated only
15 yards total offense.
"We couldn't get anything going. We wanted to mix up the run
and pass, but they had us completely stymied," Ankney said.
After a scoreless third quarter, second-team backs Charles
Edgerton and Ron Viscounte
sparked BG to a score. Viscounte capped the 80-yard drive
with a one-yard run. Jason Zeller's kick put the Falcons up
14-13.
Edgerton and Viscounte accounted for 50 of the 80 yards on
the drive.
BG closed its scoring when
Smith ran 10 yards for the
touchdown with 4:04 left in the
fame. The run capped a 93-yard,
2-play drive that took nearly six
minutes.
That set the stage for Miami's
tying drive.
"1 don't know how Miami feels
about it, but our guys consider
this game a loss,' Ankney concluded.
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BG dumps Marquette l-O
Anticoli scores winning goal in second half
by Mike Drabcnstott
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Mike Anticoli scores the game-winning goal against Marquette
Falcons to their second-straight win. marking to the second time this year BG has

BG News/Paul Vemon
Sunday. The senior lifted the
won more than one game in a

Both the Bowline Green and Marquette soccer
teams went searching for victory number seven
Sunday at Mickey Cochrane Field. Fortunately for
the Falcons, it was hiding on the instep of forward
Mike Anticoli.
With the score tied at <H) and
less than 12 minutes remaining
in regulation, the Bowling Green
senior took a Roy Sternweiler
pass on the left flank, dribbled
once toward the goal, then
scooted the ball to the left of
Warrior goalie Tom Homann and
into the far corner of the net.
Anticoli's goal, his sixth on the
season, provided Bowling Green Anticoli
all the offense necessary as the
booters notched a 1-0 win over Marquette.
The victory was the second consecutive for the
Falcons and marked only the second time this
season that they have stringed together consecutive wins. With the win, Bowling Green improved
its record to 7-10, while Marquette dropped to 6-9-2.
After being concerned with a lack of offensive
punch in the first half, Falcon head coach Gary
Palmisano was pleased with his team's turnaround in the second stanza.
"We were able to sustain our offensive play in
the second half much better than in the first half.
Early on we were sluggish, with our offense appearing in spurts," Palmisano said.
Part of the offensive continuity in the second half
could be attributed to Sternweiler. The junior midfielder played a supurb second half offensively,

constantly maneuvering the ball upfield and eventually leading the Falcon scoring charge with his
assist.
"We started to find Roy when the game opened
up in the second half," Palmisano said. "Positive
things happened when he got the ball."
A stellar performance by the Bowling Green defensive corps complemented the offense.
The defensemen contained Marquette's offense
for the whole game, especially in the final 10
minutes when the Warriors attempted to tie the
contest. Marquette's late offensive surges were
constantly supressed by the Falcon defense, which
seemed to surround each Warrior.
Marquette head coach Jerry Panek applauded
the Bowling Green defense.
"They played very hard. They took balls away
from us when we were trying to get into scoring
position," Panek said.
Falcon goalkeeper Mickey Loescher added a
fine effort between the posts, and recording his
second-consecutive shutout and his fourth on the
season.
On a less pleasant note, Warrior goalkeeper
Homann was carried from the field after a collision with Anticoli following the goal. Anticoli's
knee struck Homann in the back of the neck,
knocking him to the ground where he lay with tingling feet and hands, according to Falcon trainingstaff.
The game was delayed while Homann was
tended to and taken to the training room for observation, where his injury was diagnosed as a
sprained neck. Homann will miss the remaining
two games of Marquette's season.
The Falcon booters are in action again Wednesday as they travel to Cleveland State to take on the
Vikings.

IOW.

Tankers take wins in Tom Stubbs Relays
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

Talk about starting the season
with a splash.

The Bowling Green men's and
women's swim teams both took
top honors Friday evening at the
Tom Stubbs Relays at Cooper
Pool, with the men placing first
out of six teams and the women

1st 10 people in the door
$9.95
Next 10: $14.95
Next 10: $19.95
Everyone Else: $24.95
Packages include 10 visits
only
Expires: Nov. 30. 1988
/

CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
BG's Classiest Tanning Club
Located directly behind
Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster St.
352-7889

finishing first out of three.
It was the first time in the history of the event that both the
men and women have captured
concurrent wins.
Head coach Brian Gordon
cited consecutive Bowling
Green victories in the middle of
the meet as the turning point for
the Falcons.
"The men and women won six
relays in a row during one
stretch. The momentum really
got contagious for both teams
after that, Gordon said.
The Falcon men battled with
pre-season Mid-American Conference favorite Eastern Michigan and Division II power Oakland for most of the meet until
they clinched the title with a

first-place finish in the 400 medley relay.
The four Bowling Green
swimmers in the medley relay
— Jon Warnick, Tom Solomon,
Andrew Layne, and Rich Foster
— fell into second place early
and trailed Miami by about
three yards with only the freestyle leg remaining.
Then Foster entered the pool.
The junior closed the gap in the
first 50 yards, then overtook the
Miami anchor swimmer in the
next 50, giving the Falcons a
thrilling .23 of a second victory.
The Bowling Green men ended
the meet with 280 team points
followed by Oakland with 277.
Rounding out the field was
Eastern Michigan (270), Ball

1 Resume Special
One page typeset resume
30 copies on resume bond paper
plus
your resume saved on a disk
Everday low price $24.95
Credential Forms
only $7.00

Burlington Optical

kinko's
the copy center
113 BK Railroad St.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

State (228), Miami (213), and
Wayne State (117).
Tne Falcon women had a little
less competition than the men,
and subsequently won the meet
by a greater margin. The
women tallied 297 points, with
Oakland (275) and Eastern
Michigan (266) finishing second
and third.
Although the first-place finishes may indicate future successes for each team this
season, Gordon wants the team
to resist becoming overconfident and view the wins cautiously.
"Winning tonight is just one

step in the season," Gordon
said. "We can't get fat-headed
at all."
While Gordon gives most of
the credit to his swimmers who
Krformed well, he also noted
; work of his assistant coaches
as being instrumental in the
opening victories.
"The wins tonight are tributes
to the assistants. The foundation
was laid while I was gone in
Seoul. They did a great job,"
Gordon said.
Both the men and women
travel to Ann Arbor, Mich.,
November 8 to take on Michigan.

MAC players named
TOLEDO (AP) — Western
Michigan quarterback Tony
Kimbrough, Toledo tailback
Neil Trotter and Ohio University
linebacker David Terry have

been named football players of
the week in the Mid-American
Conference.
Kimbrough, a senior from DeD See MAC, page 11.

THE HAIR REPAIR SHOP
Haircuts $6.50
and
Nexxus Shampoo 75* off
with this coupon
now through Thanksgiving

Behind Taco Bell
352-2566

(419)354-3977
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$119.88

Bausch & Lomb
Contact Lenses
TO* SOTH PAIRS

DAILYWEAR

$59.88

EXTENDED WEAR

$94.88

fWngfOI no..) onry wirti .I ijlmlnnil toM SteittiaOon Ui enra
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Serving uour total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation

• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

TUESDAY:
• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals. Film Positives

Ladies' Night with
"PURE PLEASURE"
95* Drinks & Suds
WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh" disks

• PC / Macintosh" file conversion
• Full Typesetting Services

Co* us for further Information
211 West Hall

372-7418

■SNtwi
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BG hosts Windsor tonight
by Amy Col*
sports reporter

One team's finish is another
team's beginning.
The Bowling Green volleyball
team will be finishing up the
home portion of its 1988 schedule
against the University of Windsor, Canada, tonight. The Lancers, which play a great deal of
their season against teams from
the United States, will be playing only their second match of
the season.
The Falcons, 9-12 overall and
1-6 in the Mid-American Confer-'
ence, will take on Winsor (1-0) at
7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
Under head coach Marge
Holman, the Lancers were
ranked third in their division
last year and sixth in Ontario

with a regular season record of
8-4. With all but two starters
back from last year, including
senior hitters Cheryl Smith and
Chris Brecka, Windsor is expected to be one of the top teams
in Ontario this season.
Despite the postive preseason
outlook for the Lancer team, BG
will have match experience on
its side. The Falcons have
played 21 matches compared to
the Lancers one.
Head coach Denise Van De
Walle's goal is for the team to
finish out the rest of the season
without losing a match. She has
plenty of team leaders to look to
in order to carry out her wish.

on the team in blocks per game.
In 72 games, EUett has compiled 237 digs for a 3.29 dig per
game average, 15 block solos
and 28 block assists for .69 block
per game average, and has added 31 service aces for a .43 ace
per game average.

Kelley EUett is one of those
leaders. The senior co-captain
leads the team in digs per game
and service aces, and is second

Tammy Schiller is also being
looked at to contribute to the
team's success.
Schiller, a freshman outside
hitter, currently leads the team
in hitting percentage and blocks
Kr game. In 342 attempts, Schil• has had 133 kills and 44 errors for a hitting percentage of
.280 on the season. Also, she has
posted 14 block solos and 51 assists for a block per game average of 1.03.

Ruggers win four games
Finish fall season with 31-2-4 recora
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

The Bowling Green rugby club team polished off
another fall season with tour victories over the
weekend to end the year with a 31-2-1 record.
Kent State University and Slippery Rock were
the last two foes that the Falcons defeated, with
both the A and B squads earning two victories.
In A team action, BG defeated Slippery Rock 7-6
on a try by Brian Kane and a penalty kick by Brian
Zele. Against KSU, the A's won 10-7 on a try and
conversion by John I insert and a try by GregFasig. The B squad won 28-13 and 13-3, led by Paul
McCutcheon and Bob Smalldino, respectivley.
Although the Falcons ended the fall on a winning
note, some of the mid-season intensity was absent.
"I was satisfied with the season, but the intensity level didn't really stay up at the end of the
season, and the scores show that," said Kane.
The ruggers finished with 116 tries as a club, but
converted only 52 conversions. Also, the club cashed in on just 19 penalty kicks all season.
Coach Roger Mazzarella said, "We had a problem with allowing too many penalty kicks while
not kicking enough ourselves. That s not a good
Offensively, the Falcon A squad scored 268
_ AMERICAN:

Kints and gave up only 116. Steve Marker! was the
iding scorer with 50 points, most of which came
on kicks. The B squad was led by Brian Zele with
68 total points.
Defensivley, the entire club posted 11 shutouts.
That total is down from 17 last spring, which is
down from 28 last fall.
"It is a concern to me," said Mazzarella. ' It
goes back to us giving up too many penalty kicks."
The oft-season training program for the team includes frequent workouts at the Student Rec
Center. Early in January, the club will begin regular indoor practice at Eppler South.
"We would like the guys to keep up some fitness," said Mazzarella. "It is a lot easier to stay in
shape than it is to get back into it."
As tough as the Falcon ruggers were this fall,
next spring could be even more impressive. Despite the costly loss of Callen Breen to graduation,
BG will regain the services of wing Bob Mateljin
and prop Bret Level, who played in the previous
spring season. The addition of Mateljin will be especially important because of the speed he provides on the wing.
Mazzarella said, "Teams have been changing
their defense to just stop Lonsert. With Bob's
speed, they will have to worry about both sides
now."
; LUNG ASSOCIATION.
Tr» Oroimfts Scat f**opw *

Students
of the game

BG News/Paul Vernon

High-steppln*

BGs Charles Edgerton runs through Miami's David lafolla (17) in the 21 -21 tie at Doyt L. Perry Field Sat
urday. Edgerton gained 43 yards on seven carries.

leers
D Continued from page 9.
challenge of playing the more
talented Falcons and gave them
a solid effort. Western Ontario
coach Barry Martinelli expressed his feelings about the play of

his team.
"They are really a good skating team which is something we
find in every American club,"
he said. "The key for them was
that they have the great team

depth, there is no difference between their first and third lines.
Our team on the other hand was
really worn down in the third
period because we were only using three lines."

when Parks hits him with the
puck."
Parks and Potvin have been
hooking for goals as linemates
for the past two years, but their
other linemate, Ruchty, was injured in Friday's game against
Western Michigan and is questionable for this weekend's series against Michigan.
With Jim Solly filling Ruchty's

r, Potvin says that won't slow
line down and Potvin, as
usual, is awaiting another game.
"Jim Solly's out there, he's a
good freshman and he likes to go
out and bang it around," Potvin
said. "They might spent a lot of
time worrying about him instead of me, and I just might
come out with a couple more
goals this weekend coming up."

Potvin
D Continued from page 9.
the right time."
Linemate Matt Ruchty agrees
that timing has been the key to
Potvin's production.
"Coach (York) says pick the
spots, go in and out, and that's
what Marc does," Ruchty said.
"He just might be in there for
just that split second, and that's

MAC

—

yards.
D Continued from page 11.
Trotter, a junior from Cincintroit, completed 20 of 33 passes
for 241 yards and four touch- nati, rushed 24 times for 196
downs and scored two touch- yards and four touchdowns in
downs on 1-yard quarterback Toledo's 35-28 victory over Kent
sneaks as Western Michigan State. Trotter scored on runs of
beat Central Michigan, 42-24. He 55, 7, 9 and 2 yards, and also
threw TD passes of 15,3,14 and 8 scored on a two-point conversion

for a total of 28 points in the
game.
Terry, a junior from Dublin,
Calif., made 28 tackles in Ohio's
17-17 tie with Eastern Michigan.
He had 17 solo tackles and 11 assists. Two of the tackles were
behind the line of scrimmage.

&93Q
IN COOPERATION WITH WBGU

PRESENT

with
The Screaming Tribesmen

TOMORROW NIGHT!

Alan Leggett
Bowling Green State
University •
First Team At-Large
-Ice Hockey*
Microbiology Major •
4.00 GPA •
Junior •
Hometown:
Wainwright, Alberta. Canada •

Wednesday, November 2
8:00pm in Anderson Arena
• #2 U.S. Single "Red, Red Wine"
-Billboard October 23
• #7 College Album "UB40"
-Rolling Stone October 20
• Six Successful Albums, including smash hits:
-I Got You Babe
-Rat In Mi Kitchen
-Cherry Oh Baby
• Brand new just released album: "UB40"
-including "Breakfast In Bed"
^^^^^

Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans.®
Thev are tne leaders of the team. But what makes them even more speciahs their
Sanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic: All-Amer,cans selected by
Se Collegf Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA), tor bf/"9 ^9hach,eversn the aame as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsorjM this
36-yIaWJogram and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic
All-American achievements.

GTE

Plenty of Good Seats Still Available
Tickets can be purchased at the Union Information Desk
(11am - 4pm), Finder's, Abbey Road, Boogie, and the Shed
$12.00: BGSU Students'
$15.00: General Public

GTEACADEMCALL-AMEHCATEAM
SKLICTID

■

Y

CoSIDA

• AOTJK-K A»Am«nco • o mgMntl ixw. «o» «* *• U. S .fait and Vodwoi 0»««

•Students may charge tickets to their BGSU Bursar Account

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING OMEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE*
Pl.cm.nt Bulletin 4, November 2, IMS
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS Of:
Hmf 14 » Noiembsr 21. ISM
Scheduling On-Cempus
Interne* Appolnlments
The ftrst day of slgn-ups for Wenrtews during
the perlctf of November 14 through November
22 isuujwSbslield on Wednesday. November 2. 1986 at 4 PM at the Northeast Commons Education sign-ups w« be held In the
Forum ol Bio Student Services BueJng at 6
p.m. AJ registrants must have a First Choice Interview Card to participate in the ftrst day ol
signups Alter the first day. students and
AAimni-ae may sign-up for interviews from 8
■ m to 5 p.m. at the University Placement Services. 380 Student Services BuJdlng A Credential Form must be submitted (or each IntonWw scheduled at the time ol sign-up.
Cancellation ol Interview Appointment t.
Cencelahon ol an Interview muat be reported In
person to the University Placement Services no
later than S p.m. on tha Wednesday lone week)
following the corresponding Interview Stan-lip
Day Canceestiona after tha time w» be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
carefully consider employers before signing up
for interviews
No Show Pol Icy
Failure to appear for a scheduled Interview or
violation of the cancellation poscy wi resuk In
Immediate suspension ol your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting period. If you Old
not honor your scheduled interview, you are
required to send a letter of apology to the employer for missing the Interview, fas a copy of
Ova letter with the University Placement Services, and meet with a ptacement counselor Detore sctiedueng any additional Interviews Any
student who "no-shows" twice tea be denied
Interviewing privileges lor the remsinder of the
academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements:
An asterisk (') tottowtng an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States Please review mess
requirements caretuly If no aatenek [•) appears, the organization wi interview only candidates with U S. citizenship or Permanent
Visa. Students who do not meet the work status
requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the
waning let
Spotlight Preeentatlone:
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position responeioemes and organizational phaoaophy. Al
students scheduling Interviews are etrongjy enooursged to ettend appropriate spotsghte Spot■ght PieaenMBona are usually held In the University Placement Services recruiter lounge St
7 p.m. To enter the Student Services Building In
the evening, please use the patio entrance.
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HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAOET
For e* your snipping needs
Federal Enprees. UPS
A-I DATA CENTS* SI2-M42

Bruce Townsend
You ere ten*: I LOVE YOU wtel al my heart
rsatnoalaYearllll
Love, Beth
PS — ■••■

KENT ST VS BOVVUNG GREEN
UVE from KENT for MAC footbal action
12:30 Pregame Klekotl at 1:00onty on
BO'S SPORTS LEADER M.I FM WBOU

Check out our S5. S9 951 Helf-Otf Racks
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

FINANCIAL MANAOaaaWT ASSOCIATION
FORMAL MEETING
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1st 7:30 PM
McFALL CENTER

Pspers Typed Anytime
372-6783

Come lo Never Again
When. 9 30 PM Wedneeday
Al 110BA

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION'
Wl hold a meeting at 7:11 PM
Tueaday. November 1st m BA100S
Bin Montgomery, kill Operations. Marathon
WI be speaker Club plcluree w« Da taken
also

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY
CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO.
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Dance the night away at BG'a Neweat Nightspot Frank'aPfaca.
^^^^^

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS WILL MEET TUESDAY NOV 1. TOfSOHT, IN ROOM 220
MATH-SCIENCE AT 7 30 PM EVERYONE BE
THERE'

bon and current tob vacancies in All career
fields Ptacement Counselors overtly refer re
gatered students to employers in the* desired
career holds Insure your access to these services by regietenng with the University Placement Services m your final year al Bowing
Green Stsle University

FINANCIAL MANAOCMMT ASSOCIATION
TRIP TO NEW YORK CITY
FULL PAYMENT DUE TONIGHT
7 30 McFALL CENTER

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 14
Electronic Data Systems
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 15
Cuyahogs Valley Railway Co..
a subsidary ol LTV Steel Co
BF Qoodnch Aerospace Otv.
Granite City Steel
LTV Steal Company
Nationwide meuranoe Company
Peace Corp.
Software Alternatives. Inc
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 18
Cincinnati Bel Information Syatema ax.
Cincinnati Bel Telephone
General Mies Reataurants. mc
John Hancock Insurance
Harris LarVer
Truatcorp. Inc.
United Telephone Co. of Ohio

KENT ST VS BOVVUNG GREEN
UVE from KENT for MAC footbal action
12:30 pregame Klekofl at 1:00 only on
BG'a SPORTS LEADER SS.1 FM WBOU
O.S.E.A. WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOPI
NOV. 5 10 AIM:30 PM
BUSINESS ANNEX
O.S.E.A. WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP!

THURSOAY. NOVEMBER 17
little Ceessrs
Nationwide meurance Company
State Farm ma
U S Navy Nurse Corps
at University Hal 10:30-1 30 p.m.

Tonights Mattel Eaat Awareness Week Event.
Faadyehye speaks on the Lebanese Civil War
8:00 PM
Untv. Hal Room 300

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 18
LexlComp
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
US Air Force

Tune in to Bowing Green's SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI a SAT at 7 25
Bowiing Green vs Michigan
FRI S SAT at 7:25 ON SS.1 FM WBQU

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

FOUND Dark Grey Tiger Cat Male, white markings and color Vic. of 400 block W Wooater
372-8B53 days 353-1816 eves
FOUNO One red earring by Jerome Ubrary
CalUse354-9607 Calafter3:00PM

ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Center for Academic Opttona wll conduct
National Student Exchange sessions Ma
weak In tha Center 231 Admin Bktg Find out
how you can experience a unique experience
and earn credit for it Schedule tor i
Nov. 1st at 1.30: Nov. 2 at 3:30; Nov. 3rd at
2:30. CAP 372-8202

LOST: Gold gkta class ring from Rosslord Class
of 1990. Extreme sentimental value Reward If
lound.no questions asked Cat 1-666-8795 or
leave message In student mad box 6656

SERVICES OFFERED

ATTENTION WICI MEMBERS
TUES..NOV. 1
YEARBOOK PtCTURES 7:46 UNIV HALL
8 00MEET1NG110BA
SUSAN CRAWFORD

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
It 5.00
UnlOrsphlca
211 Weal Hall 372-7411

ATTENTION ALL PSI CHMJPA I
There wi e e meeting Tuee. Nov 1 at 6:00 In
room 102 Psyc. There w« be a speaker and
PSI CHI membsrs w* be voting on the new imhates Pleeae attend-EVERY VOTE COUNTS

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center tor Choice II
Toledo, OH 256-7769

BGSU Skating Ckib
Open to al students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10 1 5
Ice Arena
Have fun-meet new Irlenda- •
Leant to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope to see you there!

For al you typing needs
A-2 Data Center
362-6042

JOU-M

oumu.

Casi'/.A „
AtlbA Veent&JT
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wnry
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ABaaLtirti.9
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An ima-tiir,
tutoetemc,
SUcKESUCK
Of AW IDIOT.
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•Gamma Phi Beta•
■Grand Big NancyI cant beeeve that my ok) R.A Is my new Grand
Big1 I'm so excited! We're going to have so
much fun together'
Love. Grand Lit' Dawn
-

•Gamma Phi Beta
-Big Chris'
I'm ao glad that you're my bigt We're going to
have greet times together1 You realty surprised
me. we're going to be a great pair!
Love. LH' Dewn

9th Annual Uptown-Downtown
Halloween Blast Monday Night Oct 31
S60 first prize costume contest
First 200 people get free T-shirts'
Free popcorn and treats for all I
Come as your favorite star
from the 50s, 60a and 70s

ADPI Valerie VernlleADPI
I hope It was you al along.
Yet al the clues said I was wrong
Al ADPI s are really cool.
But you and me--we truly rule!'
I LOVE MY BIG!

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:
RATES:

per od are 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50' extra per ad tor bold type).
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

ALL THAT JAZZ

ALPHA OMICRON PI
The members of Alpha Omlcron Pi would Hte to
thank BGSU s Greek System for then enthuelesm and support during our colonization
You Ware GREAT'
Any non-Greeka Intersled In participating In the
Gamma Phi Beta-FUl armwraattng philanthropy ..Sign up m the Union foyer October
31-November 2 from 11 AM ■ 3 PM
ATTN: DELTA SIGMA PI BROTHERS:
• PLEDGE EDUCATION MATT SMITH •
THANKS FOR THE APPRECIATlONH!
DELTA SIGMA PI PLEDGE CLASS

Boycott Qrapeel
Stand Faat behind Edvardo Torvee
and Jeous Aeons who sre
Fasting today.

$ 5.85
1" (8 line maximum)
2" (16 line maximum] $11.70

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
"214 West Holl immediately if there is on error m your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more thon two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this poky is to discourage the placement of advertising that moy be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted.

PHONE#_

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*—
(For billing purposes only)

Do you want to get away? Do you want to escape from BG and get credit lor It? Learn how
you can attend one of over 80 U S. cotsges
and have an experience of a lifetime with no
out-of-stats fees National Student Exchange
Info, eeeaione wsl be held tha week In the
Center lor Academic Options. 231 Aomm.
Bktg Schedule: Nov. 1 at 1:30: Nov 2nd at
3 30: Nov 3rd at 2:30 CAO372B202

Franks Place . BGs Newest Nightspot!
Frank's Place ...BG'a Newest Nightspot'
Frank's Place BGs Newest Nightspot!
From flyers and forma to newsletters snd letterhead, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Klnko'a 354-3977

" cinema

354 0558
GORILLAS IN
THE MIST PG-13
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

HALLOWEEN 4
EVENINGS 7 J5 9:45

A ll.nl ion!
Graphic Design S VCT majors
Student Publications a now
tfiterviewing for Production Assistants
for Spring 1989 Apptyst Student
Employmenl. 460 Student Services Bktg

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW WTERVtEWING for the summer ol 1989'
Need a summer Job? Don't wait til the lest
minute' Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jaaystone Camp Resort, a looking for 2 creative
outgoing persons to coordinate & direct activities lor a tamey camping resort Location: Aurora. OH 5 mass from Sea World ol Ohio and
Geeuga Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a muat. Living faciltles provided ft interested, send resume to: Jetyatone Camp Re
aort. 3392 SR 82. Mantua. OH 44255
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC
Part Time Employment Available
IMMEDIATE PART TIME EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE: Our company la seeking part time
employees to perform unskilled light production
work. Flexxxe hours around class schedules
can be arranged. Plant location la only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus The rate of wage ia $3.35
per hour. If inteceeted cal tha company office at
354 2844 or pick up application at Advanced
Specialty Products, Inc., 428 Ctough street.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
ATTENTION-HIRING' Government toba-your
area
$15.000 S68.000
Call (802)
838-8885 Ext 4244
BG Computer Company seeks mature undergrad or graduate for sales position. Computer
knowledge a plus If you want to make a quick
$50 bucks don't cal Mike at 354*2110
DOMINO'S PIZZAdrivera wanted
Ful 4 part time-Flexible hours.
days 6 evenings-must be able to
work weekends Muat be at least 18
with own car and insurance
Pays S4 50-S6 50 per hr.w-mleege. lips
Apptyat1816E Wooater352-1 S3g

EARN $35 00 FOR 4 HOURS
OF WORK
CALL PAUL AT 354-0287

Hospitality Management Society Meeting
Wednesday November 2
8.00 PM 110BA
Speakers from Cedar Point and Sylvan Resorts

Gel Your Foot m the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews
Don't take chances on leas-WE DO IT RIGHT!
Klnko'a 354-3977.

HSA PRESENTS ALANCANFORA
Speaker on Student ActMem
Wednesday. November 9. at 8:30 PM
Room 121 Waal Hal
FraeAdmWonl!!
KELLY DRAKE
Congratulations on being chosen SIGMA NU
CAR STUFF QUEEN' What an honorl
-YOUR SIGMA NU COACHES.
Rob. Andy. Mike
PS. How sre those leg bruleea dexog?
KENT ST. VS BOWUNG GREEN
LIVE from KENT lof MAC football action
12:30 Pregame Klckoff at 1:00 only on
BGS SPORTS LEADER St.1 FM WBQU
KKOBIg-LoriStaenson-KKQBIg
I played Bingo
and didn't have a due
only knew my password
that was UDDERLY COOL
whKhleadmetoyou"'
Thanka tor everything
Luv. UTTncia

Help with exterior house painting
Cal 353-1682
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer tob shad up now' Head Ufaguard rale baaed on experience. Lifeguards al
shms$4 per hr. If interested, contact: JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT, 3392 SR. 82,
Mantua, OH 44256 (near See World ol Ohio)
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round.
Europe, S. Amer . Aualraka. Asa al fields
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, tree info Writs
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronedo Del Mar. CA
92626
Travel F»M Opportunity
Gain valuable merketng experience while earning money and free tripe. Campus representative needed immediately for spring break tripe
lo Florida and South Padre Island Cat Ccho
Toure at 1-BOO-999-4300

FOR SALE
'82 Pontasc Grand Prix
White with red Interior. Nice! Great first car
$3000 Cal Randy Days 242-9170. Eves
866-1231

Perryeburg Inn and Cafe Special Student
Monthly. Weekly Rate. »1S per night. In-room
movies snd HBO. 26054 N. Dixie Highway at
M7S*Rt2S.41»aT44)Se»

3 coupon books for sale
$70 each
Cal Jeff at 3S4-0879

SAE Matt Faltys SAE
YOU ARE ONE OF A KINDI
Love, Laura

AS-Terrsin bike, hardly uaed
$300

SPRINGBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
SO FT. YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $435 PP 7 0AYS
1 •800-Bg9-7245 ANYTIME
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP S CRUISE FREE
The Brothers ol Slgme Chi would ska to congrsauWe Paul Hopkins on Ms laveHering to Si
gma Cht Sweetheart KRIS CHOUSE.

VOTE TODAY
ELVIS S MARUYN MONROE
THE DREAM TICKET
Went to heer about student activism today:
racism on campus, women's leauoc, arnfspanhetd, environmental issues??? Hear
Alan Canfora.
Who has
'No. 2 U.S. angle "Red. Red Wine"
Eaatoard October 23
• No 7 College Afcum "UB40"
-Roing Stone Magazine
• SB successful AJbums BckxHng smash Mta
I Got You Babe'
"Rat In Ml Kitchen"

"Cherry on Beby"

Please PRINT your aa clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Wanted Remefe roommate to share big house
Avails** Nov 5. SI 25 a mo Pay hall ol uNi
See. Cat 352-4952 from 7 30 - 3 00 or
363-6654 alter 3 00

Help the Alpha Delta Pi's help the
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE Support your
favorite DIAMOND KING and QUEEN at tha Educallonbldg

Tune In to Bowling Green's SPORTS Leader
LIVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI a SAT at 7 25
Bowing Green vs. Michigan
FPU * SAT at 7:26 ON M.I FM WBQU

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (PtJiHT)

DELTA TAU DELTA
would eke to
OTigrasulste
DREWAGOSTI
on being single
again'

TO OUR ROOMMATE ON HER HALF A
DECADE ANNIVERSARY JUST WANTED TO
SAY ANNIVERSARY NOT HAPPY. CAUSE
ONLY SERIOUS PEOPLE SAY HAPPY!

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1 ■ or 2" ads

is required for all non-universify related businesses and individuals.

PREPAYMENT:

Delta Sigma Pi
BEST BIG
la
DELTA SIG
PAULA BtELFELT"
from Your Little

ALL THAT JAZZ

AXO CAR STUFF TEAM
(The True Champions!!
Thanks for al the craHneaa during car atuff We
had a great Hme!
-Your Sigma Nu Car Stuff Coechee

^•"HafBp/

Two doys prior to publication. 4p.m.
" (The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

NOTICE:

(
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The BG News

MraTrtW LVwrtAfV, JH.

IVWfD LtrrfRMAil.

DELTA GAMMA PLEDGES
JOANNA LAMMY AND JENNY ZADELL
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PI KAPPA PHI
LAVAUERING1
PEGGY AND JAMIE

ELVIS FOR PRESIDENT
WRITE-IN CANDIDATE
HOUND-DOG PARTY

ALL THAT JAZZ

DAVID HARRIS

(

SUNDANCE
TWO FOR ONE APPETIZERS
MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS AFTER 8:00
PM

November 1.19U

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

FOUND Calculator-Jerome Ubrary
Cat to Identify 3534789

SOCKOV

KAM( A TALK
S/4WHosr,Am>
kiuSWWY'
EfSdJlSfT ,
SaTttlA.
HiK
I

WILL BABYSIT MORNINGS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL CARLA 353-1882
EXPERIENCED REFERENCES AVAILABLE

LOST A FOUND
' Ad Club'
The Biao.it* Beat Meeting olth. Year
The Chapter of the Year Meets the
Agency ol th. Year
Ken FH, account supervisor from Lao Burnett,
WedneedayNov 2.7:30PM
Assembly Room at McFsl Center
N you make one meeting all year,
make this onelt

Additional Placement Services:
There are important services available to you at
the University Ptacement Services Please note
that not al organizations and companies regularty recruit on college campuses The sat below generally reflects the nigh demand areas In
the work) of work Don't become discouraged it
your career told is not requeated To assist you
in conducting an assertive tob search, the University Ptacement Services provides career and
ptacement counseling, credential services, tob
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career tetra and an alumni Falcon
Network Our excassnt Career Resource Uorary offers you career and employer Informa-

a*. Kent's Vie dsr
of we 'TALKS**/'
F/awirteur. I

Tune In to Bowling Green's SPORTS Leader
LVEI CCHA HOCKEY FRI S SAT al 7 25
Bowling Green vs Michigan
FRI» SAT at 7:25 ON SS.1 FM WBOU

ISNtws

•Juatrslsssed album "UB40"
Yas. U B Right
tt-sUBAOl
This Wednesday
In Anderson Arena
U Better B There!

WANTED

Call 353 4039
BIG SAVINGS
FULL SIZED BED, DESK, GUITAR
ELEC BUSCH SIGN, STEREO RACK
SYSTEM WITH REMOTE. TAPE DECK
WtTHROMOTE CALL 352-6382
COUPON BOOK
$70 |or best offer!
Call Kelly at 372-4058
Coupon Books tor Sale
$70
Cal 372-5678
Ask lor Jen
For Safe:
1978 Sapparo 60.000 miles
$400 or beat offer. 354-1221
KENWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS 3-WAY 120
WATTS EXCELLENT CONDITION $185.
OREO 364 4425
ONE SET OF ACOUSTIC MONITOR dblV
STEREO SPEAKERS. STILL IN BOX Ml
ORANGE A TWEETER CONTROLS 12 IN.
POLYPROPYLENE WOOFER. LIQUID
COOLED 2S0w OUTPUT LISTS FOR $1400.
WILL SELL FOR $550 OR BEST OFFER-SCOTT 353-4371

FOR RENT
1 or 2 female roommatea needed to suOieaae 2
bedroom spacious apt. spring semester. Furnished not far from campus (Pslmer and S Enterprise). Cal 363-3966 after 8:30 PM
2 friends-lovers needed to sublet mce apt.
above. Mem $126 each pkje utl and gas.
Greet location' Cal 353-4768 eerty rnorruhga
orafterSPM
706 Second St. Apt. A
2 bdrm fum apt available ImmeoWary
Cal John Newtove Real Estate

364-2260

COCKTAIL
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

Classification In which you wish your eat fo appear:
Campus 4 City Ivents"
lost anal Found

. Help Wanted

tlsVM
Services Offered

• Cam pua/City Ivenl eats ere publishes! fro* of chars* far en* stay lor o non-profit event or mealing only

Dotes to appear

Total number ol stays to appear.

Mall to: (On or OH-Campus Moil)
The KG New.
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Phone:

372-3*01

PUMPKIN HEAD
EVENINGS 7:15 930

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDEO TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $112.60 A
MO. 363-2400
1 mast rmte to sake over aublaaas agreement
until May 15 228 SCoasge apt M Pteesecal
353-4868 lor more info
1 -3 people needed to lubWess sot dose to
campus For Spring Semaeter. May Rant
FREE Cal 383-8319
A good time...Come lo Frank's Place. Fridays.
9 AM-I AM
MALE TO SUBLEASE OWN FtOOM M SPRING
FURNISHHO $136 A MO (THIRD ST.) CALL
GILBERT 363-7427

PUNCHLINE
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

Wanted 2 non-smoking females to share house
tor spring and-or summer semesters Own
room. $130 a month plus utatlee Close to
campus Please Cal 363-7900

Wanted One female roommate needed to aubteeae tor Sprlng-Cloaa lo Campus.
363-407S

Aval. 2nd semester Spacious 2 bdrm. apt.
$390 mo includes uta except ektc 626 1-2
Ridge St Cast 353-6257
Deceitar Graduate needs 1 female roommats lo sublease apt. Jan through May.
Ctoee lo campua (2nd and High). Call
164-4722 berore 11 PM
s apartment
Female needed lo out
knmediete vacancy
Cal 353-5368 -leave message

Government Books
& More!

Send for your free catalog
Frm Catalog
Box 37000
Woihinjton DC 20011-7000

